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Ah, June in Basel. When the sun sparkles from the Rathaus, the Rhine flows sweetly beneath wettsteinbrucke, and 56,000 rabid art dogs descend on this small Swiss town to catch the latest works by the most wanted players of the art world - Neo Rauch, Damien Hirst, Lucien Freud and their relatives. Art Basel is celebrating its 37th
anniversary this year. (Those who can't trek to Switzerland in June get a second crack when the show arrives in Miami, its winter home, on December 7.) While the rest of Europe is consumed by non-stop, sun-up-to-sun-down World Cup spectaculars, the action around Messeplatz Basel is more concerned with who sold what to whom.
Don't beg: There's serious money, and the competition to get on with the good stuff can be as fierce as a footballer with eyes on goal. (Cleverly, there is a constantly running TV set up in the courtyard for people who take their football as seriously as their art.) Last December, for example, the Times reported that one California couple beat
their best friends to a picture they both coveted by sneaking into Miami for a preview before the show opened. Who needs friends when you've scored Lucien Freud for more than a cloak? Some of this madness is driven by a simple problem of supply and demand. There is a global market for great art, but a lack of high quality modern
work. Sam Keller, the show's urbane, bald director, opened this morning's press conference by announcing triumphantly that he had signed a slew of new galleries showing modern art without sacrificing quality. Meanwhile, in hand a bit of synergy, the Swiss banker representing the show's longtime sponsor, UBS, took the stage to tell the
audience (clearly bad people since the crew gathered at 9:30 a.m.m was a flock of ocruffy journalists, not the art world's high rollers) that his bank was now the dominant wealth management firm in the world. Gentlemen. So when I cash in on my Google shares and need to choose between Richard Tuttle and John Currin, I'm relieved to
know there is a banker standing by who is as adept at art as he is with money. On the show! Learn more about the best players and teams by analyzing what makes them the best. This is your guide to the best of NHL, Olympic and international teams, including fast-growing, fast-hitting women's leagues. Our editors independently
research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our selected links. Our Top Picks best overall: Contigo Autoseal West Loop on Amazon This cup offers everything you might want: it's spill-proof, impermeable, vacuum insulated,
and comes in a variety of colors. Best overall, Runner-Up: YETI Rambler Tumbler on Amazon This coffee cup gets points for its sliding lid and cupholder-friendly shape, as well as fashionable and classic color options. Best Gift Choice: County Line Kitchen Cold Brew Spring on Amazon This cold brew making kit doubles as an on-the-go
cup so you can save time and dishes when you get ready in the morning. Best for keeping cool: Hydro Bank Coffee Bank on Amazon This bank comes in three sizes and is backed by a lifetime warranty-perfect choice for commuters, campers and travelers. Best Design: Simple Modern Classic Tumbler at AmazonStay hydrated in style
with this sleek stainless steel tumbler, which comes in a variety of colors and with two separate lidsBest Travel: Stojo Collapsible Travel Cup at AmazonThis travel cup collapses down to the size of a hockey puck, making it an efficient use of space in your backpack or laptop bag. Best for Cold Brew: Soma Brew Bottle on Amazon This
travel mug doubles as a coffee maker; put it in the fridge overnight to brew the perfect cup of cold beer in the morning. Best with Handle: Ello Campy Travel Mug on Amazon Favorite for its combination of addiction and style, this mottled mug has a vintage camping quality you'll love. Best with straw: Klean Kanteen insulated glass with
straw on Amazon Do you need a straw to go with iced coffee? This cup comes with a reusable metal straw so you can stay eco-friendly while you sip. From sweltering summer days to subzero blizzards, die-hard iced coffee lovers yearn for their favorite caffeinated drinks regardless of time, season, or temperature. This is where repeatedly
iced cups of coffee come in toss. They're a great way to save money and reduce waste by cutting back on trips to the cafeteria, plus allowing users to keep their drinks on the go, whether it's to the office, get-together, or trip. Below are some reliable options divided into categories that meet different needs. Some items keep coffee cold for
hours and hours, others are impermeable or eco-friendly, or even serve as portable cold brew makers. For a delicious drink anytime, anywhere, here are the best reusable iced cups of coffee. Courtesy of Amazon What We Like Effective Auto-Lock and Anti-Spill Lid Can Lock and Unlock With One Hand Keeps Drinks Warm/Cold Clock
What We Don't Like A Little Wide for Smaller Hands Not the Most Durable Hand-Wash Only (Except Lid) Contigo Autoseal West Loop offers everything you might want in reusable iced coffee cups, from durability to performance to design, which is our top pick. The lid is impermeable and spill-resistant, so it prevents everything from stray
drops from disappearing into the dreaded coffee leak into the bag. Thanks to Contigo's Thermalock thermal insulation, your iced coffee stays cold for 12 hours and hot drinks remain toast for five hours. You can also get this coffee mug in perfect color to fit your personality; There are eye-catching shades like Monaco and passion fruit, as
well as timeless options like black and stainless steel. What we like the large capacity and throw brackets more colorful Dishwasher Safe What we don't like prone to leaking Easy scratch scratches Hard Initially known for high-end coolers, YETI has embarked on drinking with their range of Rambler products. Rambler Tumbler is our
favorite for iced coffee because of its sliding lid and cupholder-friendly shape. The glass keeps drinks hot or cold for several hours due to its double-walled vacuum insulation. Despite being at the pricier end, it's very popular and highly rated, with customers praising its durability and the fact it can be washed in a dishwasher. It can be
purchased in two sizes — 20 or 30 ounces — and available in 12 colours, from white, black and stainless steel to more prominent options such as Seafoam and Peak Purple. The only drawback is that the lid is not impermeable, so keep that in mind before crawling into your pocket or backpack. What we like Can brew coffee and tea Highquality infuser All parts dishwasher safe What we do not like is not so easily portable Lid can become tight Whether it's a holiday, birthday, or just-because of the day, there is never a bad reason to make your coffee-loving friend or family member this Mason spring cold brew maker. It is easy to operate and comes with a clear instructional
brochure. All you have to do for a delicious cold beer is to scoop the required amount of coffee seed into a steel filter, fill a glass with cold water, and let it sit overnight in the fridge. Customers praise the spring presentation, coffee's smooth taste, and the fact that this gift can be used over and over again. The item is also reasonably priced,
so keep in mind how stocking stuffing or add-on. You can also pair Mason Spring with a bag of coffee beans, some of which are specially made for cold beer. What we like very durable Easy drink on the go Keeps drinks hot/cold hours What we don't like can dent if dropped a little pricey 24 hours of perfectly cold iced coffee, Hydro Bank
Coffee Bank is the perfect choice for commuters, campers and travelers. And if you want to switch your daily cup of joe, this pick also keeps drinks hot for up to six hours thanks to its double-walled thermal insulation. The coffee bank is available in three sizes – 12, 16 and 20 ounces – as well as in more than a dozen colors. Expect the
coffee bank to be a long-term purchase; the product is supported by a lifetime warranty and customers have been buzzed about its durability. Keep in mind, however, that cleaning in the dishwasher is not recommended, so you will need to wash it manually. What we like more sizes and color options Two options lid fits into the holders,
what we do not like plastic straw bottle is hand-wash only retains coffee smell Everyone has its own aesthetic. Whether it's loud and colorful or elegant and timeless, Simple Modern has repeatedly iced a cup of coffee to match. You will find bold colors like Oasis and Gold Chrome; ombré patterns such as Sorbet and Sweet Taffy; or
wonderful patterns like Cumulus and Carrara Marble. Along with its appearance, Simple Modern Classic Tumbler is a list iced cups of coffee, because of its shape and properties. This travel mug is cupholder friendly and comes with both a straw lid and a spill-proof flip lip so you can choose which one you prefer that day. Cups are
available in 16, 20, 24 and 28 ounces. What we like folding and durable dishwashers safe More sizes and color options What we do not like prone to escape Can not keep drinks hot / cold for so long, will keep the coffee smell You will need to fit a travel mug into an already stuffed handbag at the end of the workday or squeeze it into a
backpack or suitcase for a trip. Stojo's folding Travel Cup can shrink down to the size of a hockey puck, perfect for an office, airport, or camping trip. It's available in four sizes — 8, 12, 16 and 24 ounces — as well as several eye-catching colours. Even the largest Stojo Cup collapses to just 2.5 inches tall and 4.5 inches in diameter. Each
cup is fitted with a splash-resistant lid and straw. The cup is light, easy to clean and durable. Just keep in mind that many customers report problems with the leak, even if the lid has to have an impermeable seal, so you'll probably have to put it in your bag or purse if it's full. What we like Can brew coffee and tea Dishwasher safe No coffee
smells or stains What we do not like very fragile Quite small capacity Mixed reviews on the leak Soma Brew Bottle is a travel mug and coffee maker all in one. Simply scoop your favorite coffee deposits into a stainless steel filter, pour room temperature or cold water over the garden and store in the fridge for a delicious cold beer. The
same filter can be used to quick mug pour-over coffee or use with free leaf tea for perfectly brewed cups no matter where you are. Because the brew bottle is made of double-walled glass, which some users have reported is prone to cracking or breaking if not handled with care. Therefore, avoid storage in a purse or suitcase. Others say
that Brew Bottle is easy to clean, great for iced tea as well as iced coffee, and that it makes a wonderful gift an option. What we like cute rustic design Comfortable cork-lined handle Good temperature control What we do not like hand-wash only scratches easily do not fit into cupholders Ello Campy Travel Mug is popular due to its
combination of reliability and style. Woodsy and chunky, this mug really looks like no other. Its stainless steel body is coated with mottled paint that makes it look ceramic-perfect for a cozy camping trip or holiday gift idea. The large handle completes the vintage aesthetic while adding comfort. You can buy a mug at a bargain price and find
it in many colors, including elegant Cool Grey and cheerful Georgia Peach. Customers mentioned the color can chip in, so make sure to place a mug in a dishwasher or microwave. Once your coffee is brewed, Ello will keep it cold for 24 hours with ice or 10 hours Ice. What we like Eco-friendly metal straw fits into holders very durable
What we do not like hand-wash only shorter heat retention For those who want to reduce their carbon footprint, cutting back on plastic straws is a great place to start, especially with this reusable mug from Klean Kanteen. The California-born company is known for its eco-friendly products, having produced the first stainless steel
passenger water bottle back in 2004. This insulated cup helps the environment with every sips, as it comes with a reusable and easy-to-clean stainless steel straw. Straw is limited by a silicone tip, from which it is more convenient to drink, whether you enjoy a hot or cold drink. It is beloved for its durability, more color options, and that
keeps iced coffee cold for up to 20 hours. However, the lid is not completely impermeable, so keep that in mind before throwing it in the bag. The final verdict of the Contigo Autoseal West Loop checks all the boxes: compact, affordable, impermeable, keeps your iced coffee cold. It's even easy to drink from while on the go, all of which
earns it our first place. Customers looking for a bigger option will probably prefer the Yeti Rambler Tumbler-but keep in mind that the item is not impermeable. This piece was written by Derek Rose, a coffee and tea expert at Spruce Her. It explores a variety of coffee products, from measuring vanes to commercial espresso machines, and
interviewing field experts for their understanding. To select these products, he read customer reviews and third-party articles, and he researched what items best isolate drinks. He received an MFA in creative writing from Columbia University and a BA in communication from Marist College. Size: One of the first decisions to make before
buying repeatedly iced cups of coffee is what size you want. Some people prefer larger bottles, because there is no need to replenish as often; others prefer smaller ones that fit in bags, backpacks and wallets. Think about how much coffee (or other drinks) you drink per day, and then choose the size that works best for you. Lid Style:
Want a lid that makes it easier to sip while on the go? Or do you prefer to use straw? How important is it that an iced cup of coffee be impermeable? Questions like these will help you choose between flip eyelids and trigger-action eyelids (great for walking and driving), twist eyelids (safest), or bottles that come with straws. Impermeable:
Fortunately, it's quite easy to find iced coffee cups that are completely impermeable. Whether you're going to class, go hiking, or simply do your daily commute, it's easier to transport a reusable cup if you can throw it in your bag. Be sure to read customer reviews in advance, however, as some items advertised as impermeable may not
actually be up to the task. Role.
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